
Unveiling the Uniqueness: Two Hundred And
Fifty Female Figuratives
Art has always been a medium for expressing emotions, ideas, and societal
norms throughout history. Artists have captured the essence of human existence
through various styles and techniques, highlighting the beauty and diversity of our
world. One genre that continues to captivate art enthusiasts worldwide is the
portrayal of female figuratives.

Female figuratives have long been an important subject in art, representing
femininity, strength, vulnerability, and everything in between. From ancient
sculptures to contemporary paintings, the depictions of women in art have
evolved and reflected the changing cultural narratives of different eras.

An Artistic Journey Through Time

Let's embark on a journey through time and explore two hundred and fifty
exceptional female figuratives that have made a significant impact on the art
world.
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1. Ancient Greek Sculpture: The Ancient Greeks celebrated the beauty of the
female form through marble sculptures. The renowned Venus de Milo is a classic
example, portraying an alluring female figure devoid of arms but exuding timeless
grace.

2. Renaissance Paintings: The Renaissance era witnessed a revival of interest in
the human body's proportions and beauty. Artists such as Botticelli and Titian
painted iconic masterpieces, showcasing the idealized female figures that
became synonymous with the era's artistic style.

3. Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood: In the 19th century, the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood rebelled against the conventions of academic art and sought
inspiration from medieval and early Renaissance art. Artists like Dante Gabriel
Rossetti and John Everett Millais painted female figures with mesmerizing beauty
and intricate details.

4. Impressionist Movement: The Impressionist artists focused on capturing
fleeting moments and the play of light and color. Berthe Morisot, a prominent
female artist, emerged as a leading figure in this movement, depicting women in
natural and domestic settings with a sense of intimacy.

5. Surrealism: Surrealist artists, such as Frida Kahlo and Leonora Carrington,
delved into the realm of dreams and the unconscious mind. Their works often
portrayed women in imaginative and symbolic contexts, challenging societal
norms and embracing their own identities.

Exploring Themes and Symbolism
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The representations of female figuratives throughout history have explored
various themes and symbolism, reflecting the position of women in society and
the artists' perspectives.

1. Mythology and Goddesses: Many ancient civilizations revered female deities,
symbolizing fertility, beauty, and wisdom. Artists incorporated these mythical
figures into their works, infusing divine qualities into their female figuratives.

2. Power and Empowerment: As women fought for equality and liberation, female
figuratives became symbols of strength, resilience, and empowerment. Artists
portrayed women as warriors, leaders, and catalysts for change.

3. Beauty and Sensuality: Throughout art history, the celebration of female beauty
and sensuality has been a recurrent theme. Artists captured the allure of the
female form, showcasing the diverse interpretations of beauty across different
cultures and time periods.

The Contemporary Era: Redefining Female Figuratives

In the 20th and 21st centuries, female figuratives have continued to evolve,
challenging societal norms and embracing individuality.

1. Abstract Expressionism: Artists like Lee Krasner and Joan Mitchell explored
abstraction, creating bold, gestural artworks that expressed their emotions and
inner experiences. Their female figuratives embraced freedom of expression and
defied traditional representation.

2. Contemporary Photography: Female figuratives in photography have pushed
boundaries and shed light on social issues. Cindy Sherman's self-portraits and
powerful images by photographers like Annie Leibovitz have opened new
avenues of representation and interpretation.



3. Feminist Art: Artists such as Judy Chicago and Guerrilla Girls have used their
art to challenge the patriarchal art world, shedding light on gender inequality and
advocating for women's rights. Their female figuratives convey strong social and
political messages that resonate even today.

Celebrating the Diversity of Female Figuratives

The beauty of female figuratives lies not only in their aesthetic appeal but also in
the stories they tell and the emotions they evoke. They inspire us, make us
question societal norms, and emphasize the importance of inclusivity and
representation.

As we celebrate the two hundred and fifty exceptional female figuratives
throughout history and in the contemporary art world, let us embrace the diversity
of expressions and narratives they bring forth.

Inspiring Future Generations

Today, emerging artists continue to explore and redefine the portrayal of female
figuratives. They bring their unique perspectives and challenge traditional notions,
further enriching the legacy of this genre.

Art has the power to transcend boundaries, spark conversations, and inspire
change. As we delve into the world of female figuratives, let us appreciate the
artists who have paved the way and celebrate the emerging talents who will
shape the future of this captivating genre.
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The purpose of the Inspiring Figurative for Artists series is to provide study
materials for the artists who are trying to master the human form. This book
includes a mix of two hundred and fifty modern and vintage Female Figuratives.

In the first few decades of the twentieth century female Figurative art was caught
in that dilemma between modesty and modernity. This all changed in the 1930’s
when a handful of artists like Picasso and Matisse made the Figurative an object
of great beauty.

Figuratives are by their very nature first and foremost aesthetic. If they also reflect
other sensibilities so be it! As explained in book one of the Inspiring Figuratives
for Artists series, a Figurative is in balance between an artist’s model and their
surroundings.

A Figurative is both a creative and conscious undertaking by the artist. Producing
a Figurative drawing, painting, sculpture or photograph is very much like the great
Parisian photographer Brassai composing his artwork within his camera. In our
point and click digital world little composition goes on and as a result there are
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few truly aesthetic Figuratives. Brassia could only afford an emulsion or two a
week (yes he was that impoverished) and so he made every one of his
photographs be meaningful.

There are a number of artist’s models from the 1920’s and 1930’s who helped to
define a modern Figurative art. Several such models are presented in this book:
Clara Bow, Louise Brooks, Josephine Baker, Lee Miller and Suzi Wong.

There are many examples of Figuratives which we shall present. As you read this
book think in terms of your model and their surroundings and try to compose your
work in a complete and balanced fashion. This book is presented in the artistic
style of Henri Matisse.

Inspiring Figuratives for Artists is a series of books to help you with your
Figurative artistic praxis. If you master the Figurative … it is said you can master
art. In each Figurative in this book search for vanishing points, as well as form
and function. And have a little fun with your artistry.

Several Vancouver based models sat for our Figuratives. All of our models are in
their twenties or older.

This Inspiring Figuratives for Artists book is the second in a series of books for
artists wanting to expand their artistic praxis brought to you by Atelier Press.
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